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What is engineering studies for?

Dominant practices and scalable scholarship
1

Gary Lee Downey*

STS Department, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia 24061, USA

(Received 24 September 2008; final version received 4 January 2009)

In this article for scholars in engineering studies, I draw on the work of Antonio
Gramsci to highlight scaling up as a scholarly practice and make a case that
engineering studies highlight attention to what I call scalable scholarship. Scale is
the moving boundary between ideas and realities, meaning and reference, the
ideal and the real. Highlighting scaling up involves inquiring into what is taking
place when scholars not only conduct research on engineers and engineering but
also design and teach courses for engineering students, serve on official panels and
advisory committees, offer presentations to engineering audiences, and help build
a new discipline focused on engineering education. An invitation to deliver a
keynote address to the World Congress of Chemical Engineering became a
challenge to venture beyond research for STS audiences and pedagogical
supplements in the curricular margins to begin contesting the dominant
epistemological contents of engineering practices by integrating practices of
critical self-analysis in the core of engineering curricula. In undertaking the
‘Glasgow project’, I came to recognize how research practices open and close
pathways for critical participation. I also learned the importance of listening to
ongoing struggles, following complexity with dense simplicity, engaging diverse
audiences, and accepting the necessity and implications of localizing practices.
Scalable scholarship avoids the comforts of resolute pessimism, but it risks the
dangers of co-optation.

Keywords: engineering studies; engineering education; scalable scholarship;
critical participation; intervention

‘[I]s a philosophical movement properly so called when it is devoted to creating a
specialized culture among restricted intellectual groups, or rather when, and only
when, in the process of elaborating a form of thought superior to ‘‘common sense’’
and coherent on a scientific plane, it never forgets to remain in contact with the

*Email: downeyg@vt.edu
1This article is a revised and expanded version of the lecture ‘‘What is Engineering For?:
Scalable Theory in STS’’ presented in Bogotá, Colombia at ESOCITE 2006 (VI) Jornadas
Latinoamericanas de Estudios Sociales ´de la Ciencia y la Tecnologı́a. I presented a second
version at Locating Engineers: Education, Knowledge, Desire, the first workshop of the
International Network for Engineering Studies held at Virginia Tech in 2006 (see
www.inesweb.org). It also draws on Downey and Rogers, ‘‘Politics of Theorizing,’’ 1995
and Downey and Dumit, ‘‘Locating and Intervening,’’ 1997. Thanks to anthropologist Paul
Rabinow for posing the question ‘‘What is engineering for?’’ to me in 1992. Wrestling with this
question has defined my work ever since.
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‘‘simple’’ and indeed finds in this contact the source of the problem it sets out to
study and to resolve? Only by this contact does a philosophy become ‘‘historical,’’
purify itself of intellectualistic elements of an individual character and become
‘‘life.’’’ (Antonio Gramsci, 1932).2

Can scholarship in engineering studies become ‘life’? Can it move beyond
creating a specialized culture among restricted intellectual groups and become
historical, purifying itself of intellectualistic elements of an individual character?
What would this mean, and to whom? What would it take to accomplish, and for
whose benefit? Writing in 1932, Antonio Gramsci was trying to figure out how
intellectuals might be able to mobilize the masses. What is at stake, and at risk,
when scholarship in engineering studies scales up to engage the practices of
engineers?

In 2005, I was in Glasgow challenging several hundred chemical engineers to
critically examine some implications of problem solving practices in engineering
that their education had likely not prepared them to expect.3 I was endeavoring to
make visible some difficult complexities in the practices of engineers defining
problems in collaboration with others, especially non-engineers. But beyond
critically assessing existing practices, I also took an additional step. I amended the
image of mathematical problem solving as a defining practice in the educational
formation of engineers to include an image of collaborative problem definition. I
also outlined some alternative pedagogical and curricular practices that in my
judgment held promise of positioning engineers as both problem solvers and
problem definers who listen. I was proposing an image and associated practices
whose acceptance would integrate practices of critical self-analysis in the core of
engineering curricula.

The program committee of the World Congress of Chemical Engineering,
on recommendation from Rosalind Williams,4 had invited me to deliver a
keynote address on engineering education. Other keynotes were already
scheduled to report on emerging research opportunities in chemical engineering.
According to the program chair, the committee believed that the Congress would not
be complete without including something on education. Could I, he asked, do
something provocative to make education a more prominent topic at the meeting?

For me, the invitation came as a challenge to scale up my critical participation in
engineering education. Over the years and in collaboration with others, I had
undertaken a series of scholarly initiatives in research and teaching in interdisci-
plinary science and technology studies (STS) that had implications for engineering
education, at least in the United States and in principle.5 Yet I had positioned both
the research and the teaching at the margins of dominant practices of engineering
formation. In Glasgow, I began extending this work to contest the contents of those
dominant practices more directly.

In this article, I draw on the work of Antonio Gramsci to highlight scaling up as a
scholarly practice and make a case that engineering studies as a scholarly arena

2Gramsci and Forgacs, The Gramsci Reader, 331, 2000.
3Downey, ‘‘Are Engineers Losing Control of Technology?,’’ 2005.
4See Williams, Retooling, 2002.
5See www.downey.sts.vt.edu to access publications as well as educational materials, including
audio and video.
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highlight attention to what might be called scalable scholarship.6 Giving greater
attention to scaling up research outcomes in engineering studies means, in
particular, granting heightened visibility and importance to what we might think of
as the external projects of such work. Inquiring into the external projects of
engineering studies involves examining more closely what is taking place when
scholars not only conduct research on engineers and engineering but also design
and teach courses for engineering students, serve on official panels and advisory
committees, offer presentations to engineering audiences, and, most recently, assist
in efforts to build an academic discipline of research and teaching focused on
engineering education. These scholarly activities are, I maintain, profoundly
connected. When they show evidence of scaling up research outcomes, they
perform scalable scholarship.

A key external project for my own recent work has involved participating
critically in ongoing struggles to (re)define in engineering curricula what count as
appropriate competencies for engineers, with the goal of integrating practices of
critical self-analysis. In the sections that follow, I use this work on engineering
education as a stimulus to rethink what is typically regarded as the foundations of
quality scholarship. Or perhaps better, it is to give greater prominence to key
practices in existing scholarship that researchers continue to treat as derivative (and
hence subordinate) despite three decades of STS work showing how the formation of
knowledge and techniques are the outcomes of situated and diverse agencies of
technical work. Viewing teaching and outreach practices as derivative, in particular,
both under-theorizes them and sells them short.

My general objective here is to call attention to relationships, both actual and
potential, between scholarly practices in engineering studies and the dominant
existing practices of engineers and engineering. By highlighting the processes
through which engineering studies scholarship might scale up and critically
participate in dominant practices, I am challenging myself and colleagues to
embrace and keep in mind the question ‘What is engineering studies for?’ While I,
like many engineering studies scholars, have emphasized practices in engineering
education, it is important for engineering studies as an interdisciplinary field to
examine the full range of practices in and around engineering work and its outcomes.
Engineering studies, in other words, is not only for us and engineers. By asking what
is engineering studies for (and, by implication, whom is engineering studies for), I
want us not to overlook or fail to critically analyze pathways through which
engineering studies scholarship just might scale up to become ‘life’, whether for
engineers, those who engage engineers, those who engage the practices and outcomes
of engineering work, or all of the above.

Because this article grapples with just how research scholarship in engineering
studies may scale up through external projects that are equally scholarly in content,
it defines as its primary audience scholars in engineering studies. The key lesson of a
Gramscian approach to scalable scholarship is that it calls theoretical attention to
the agencies of audiences in the initiatives that engage them and, sometimes,
transform their identities. The argument below outlines this audience-centered
approach to conducting research and wrestles with its implications for engineering

6I am indebted to actor-network theorists, especially Michel Callon, Bruno Latour, and John
Law, for calling attention to the agencies of scale. Much of what follows is in conversation
with actor-network theory, both directly and indirectly.
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studies scholarship.7 I advance the term scalable scholarship to call attention to the
importance of conducting research whose outcomes are scalable and to claim
practices of scaling up as integral to scholarly work.

Scholars in engineering studies likely already speak regularly to audiences beyond
their research communities through activities of teaching and outreach, if not
through the research itself. It is important to emphasize at the outset that adjusting
scholarship to increase its potential for producing scalable outcomes does not entail
or require writing one text for everyone. Drawing on my own experiences, I am
dubious of the goal of producing crossover texts that would speak simultaneously to
audiences in both one’s primary academic home, in my case STS, and engineering.8

The keynote lecture in Glasgow and subsequent publications were for the ears and
eyes of engineers.9 So while the topic of this discussion is about how engineering
studies scholars might engage engineers and other audiences, it is not itself meant to
be a performance of that engagement. Rather it explores for engineering studies
scholars who may be undertaking scalable scholarship themselves how and why my
efforts at critical participation in engineering education have taken the form they
have. In a sense, then, this article is a case example of the practices it examines in
producing audience-centered scholarship.

The next section explains how I came to understand my research on engineering
formation and my pedagogy amidst engineering students as critical participation
within engineering education, yet confined to its margins. I then offer a more
conceptual outline of how I position scalable scholarship as audience-centered work,
critically engaging dominant images and practices on which those audiences rely.
That section sets up a closer look at the scholarly strategies in Glasgow and beyond,
especially following the documentation of complexity with dense simplicity and the
development of localized practices, which together I characterize as Big STS. I
conclude by situating scalable scholarship in engineering studies between experiences
of co-optation and resolute pessimism.

Critical participation at the margins

My investigations into the relative invisibility of engineers and engineering in STS
research persuaded me some years ago that engineering as an arena of practices and
techniques might provide a useful site for grappling with questions of knowledge and
service, or knowledge and techniques constituted to serve.10 The ambiguous statuses
of engineers and engineering in spaces somewhere between applied science and
technology make them fertile sites for examining knowledge practices that are also

7By emphasizing the importance of audience in the effects of scholarship, the analysis below
draws significantly on work in cultural anthropology. See for example Martin, The Woman in
the Body, 1987 and Rapp, Testing Women, Testing the Fetus, 2000. It seeks to extend
anthropological work in conversation with actor-network theory by borrowing the latter’s
emphasis on materiality.
8For one such experimental text, see Downey, The Machine in Me, 1998. It documents the
struggles of mechanical engineers to apply dominant images of technology to experiences with
CAD/CAM technology that did not fit.
9See also Downey et al., ‘‘The Globally Competent Engineer,’’ 2006; Downey and Lucena,
‘‘Globalization, Diversity, and Leadership,’’ 2007; and Downey and Lucena, ‘‘Engineers and
Development,’’ 2009.
10See for example Downey et al., ‘‘The Invisible Engineer,’’ 1989; Downey and Lucena,
‘‘Engineering Studies’’ 1994.
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practices of engagement. I became interested in arenas of engineering that
Michel Callon has so beautifully labeled for economics the phenomenon of
performativity,11 i.e., how practices of knowledge organize the world to fit their
expectations. Many times I have watched engineers, including myself (B.S.
Mechanical Engineering), endeavor to transform situations of work and life into
definable problems to solve.

I differ from Callon, however, in that while he has focused attention on agencies
in techniques and practices of knowledge, I have been fascinated by agents. I am
interested in the agents involved in the work of engineering, in particular those
people who get called ‘engineer’ or its analogs across different languages and
territories. Much STS research over the past two decades (in conjunction with social
science research more generally) has emphasized the contingencies of practice. If the
contingent practices of engineers as agents actually do organize and enact specific,
contingent projects of service, then it matters greatly just how these agents are
formed. Ken Alder put it succinctly and provocatively with the memorable line,
‘Engineers were designed to serve’.12

How are engineers designed to serve (and to serve what and whom)? This interest
in engineering service, combined with dissatisfaction with my own engineering
training, riveted my attention on practices of engineering formation.13 Although I
loved learning engineering because of the clarity, even beauty, of the engineering
sciences, I decided its focus was too narrow to be fulfilling as a career. Interested also
in public controversies over technology, I believed I could understand the technical
issues at stake but not why people were fighting. I found my way in to the emerging
field of STS through an additional undergraduate degree in social relations and then
graduate work in cultural anthropology. Through anthropology, I learned to make
visible and analyze contrasting perspectives. Understanding power relations came
later.14

A 1990s ethnographic project at a U.S. university examining student learning in
engineering courses quickly made obvious the dominance of mathematical problem

11Callon, ‘‘The Embeddedness of Economic Markets in Economics,’’ 2, 1998.
12Alder,‘‘ French Engineers Become Professionals,’’ 124, 1999. A fascination with agents does
come with a nasty theoretical problem, a widespread tendency to interpret and imagine agents
through such words as individuals, persons, or selves. These words often carry the implication
that agents must in some sense be coherent wholes, making the problem of the agent a
problem of coherence and order. Theorists who use them must be functionalists, harbor a
deep-seated lust for structural determinism, or otherwise foolishly believe in the passivity of
agents, denying agency at the outset. While I do define the problem of personhood as that
portion of the problem of agents that pertains to the congruence of identities (especially
between knowledge and non-knowledge identities), this problem applies to nonhuman as well
as to human agents. To avoid disappearing agencies in the analysis of agents, I came to see
engineers as sites where diversities of agencies interact, agencies that just might include the
performance of knowledge and service. I thus find it crucially important to inquire into the
constitution and performance of engineers as agents without assuming coherence at the outset
or bounding them theoretically to a priori structures such as the separation of labor from
capital or the institution of professions.
13I am persuaded that so much engineering studies work has focused on engineering formation
because of an often implicit interest in knowledge and service. When one inquires into knowers
who serve rather than knowers alone, who these servants are becomes a key dimension of the
investigation.
14For elaboration, see Downey, ‘‘It’s Not About Us,’’ 2006.
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solving practices in the engineering sciences.15 What I mean by dominance here is
that the acceptance of specific practices of mathematical problem solving had scaled
up sufficiently across courses and curricula to become given or taken-for-granted as
the core of engineering pedagogy. The more general theoretical point is that I treat
scale as the moving boundary between ideas and realities, meaning and reference, the
ideal and the material. By the time I and my graduate research assistants (Shannon
Hegg and Juan Lucena) had arrived in the field, a multitude of problem solving
practices that had once been imagined, argued, and lived by the few engaged in their
construction had become realities accepted and lived by many engaged in response.
The image of the engineer as problem solver had scaled up sufficiently among
engineers to become real and the associated practices of teaching mathematical
problem solving had become dominant.16

We regularly found students huddled around practices of problem solving whose
epistemological and ontological values were evidently taken for granted by their
instructors and, after some initial resistance, by them as well. These students were
engaged in what I now think of as agencies of construction and agencies of response.

Agencies of construction call to mind the contingencies of practice, such as the
myriad negotiations among forms of engineering knowledge, strategic activities of
heterogeneous agents, specificities of territorial formations, distributions of money,
etc. in the construction of, say, a bridge (to invoke the canonical case for engineers).
Agencies of construction gain their definition and special significance in relation to
what is being constructed. The agencies of construction in building a bridge are the
contingent, diverse configurations of actions that yield the bridge as outcome. Most
social research today, both within and beyond STS, makes its contributions by
mapping agencies of construction and their outcomes.

In and out of classrooms, engineering students were actively engaged in constructing
themselves. Drawing on contingent experiences, they were building identities for
themselves in relation to practices of engineering problem solving (among other things).

Agencies of response, by contrast, call to mind how a specific activity may be
reacting to some existing practice or entity that has become given or taken-for-
granted. Failure to challenge is a common example. Although any practice or entity
can, in principle, be deconstructed and renegotiated by anyone at any time, actual
agents leave many practices and entities unchallenged. Engineers involved in
building a bridge typically leave unchallenged the mathematical practices they
acquired from engineering statics courses for calculating ‘sum of the forces equals
zero’. Engineers building a bridge in the territory called France likely make sure to
anticipate questions (including from themselves) about just how their work may be
enhancing social order.17 Agencies that do not challenge givens are still agencies,

15Downey and Lucena, ‘‘Engineering Selves,’’ 1997; Downey and Lucena, ‘‘When Students
Resist,’’ 2003.
16I rely on the term dominant images rather than realities to highlight that accepted givens are
always for someone and change over time. I am indebted to Donna Haraway for making clear
the ‘‘for whom’’ in knowledge production and use. See for example Haraway, ‘‘Situated
Knowledges,’’ 1991.
17Downey and Lucena, ‘‘Knowledge and Professional Identity in Engineering,’’ 402–404,
2004. Antoine Picon explains how in the 18th century achieving order through a bridge in
France included designing it with latticed substructures rather than curved superstructures,
which visually disturbed the linearity of new highways (Picon, ‘‘Technological Traditions and
National Identities,’’ 17, 2000.)
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regardless of whether their performances of acceptance are discernibly active or
passive.18 Because agencies of response gain their definition and special significance
in relation to what had previously been constructed and accepted, they grapple with
questions of fit, as in: Do the expected arrays of forces on this proposed bridge fit
sum of the forces equals zero? Just as successful agencies of construction lead to
agencies of response, so agencies of response also regularly become agencies of
construction, as when a novel bridge design contests dominant practices of
engineering statics or dominant local practices of progress.

In and out of classrooms, engineering students were responding to the givenness
of practices of mathematical problem solving19. Frequently through iterations of
submission and control,20 and in conjunction with the construction of identities,
many came to take problem-solving practices for granted themselves. The highly-
contingent, context-specific, instructor-specific, and student-specific actions involved
in producing engineers as outcomes included equally specific and localized
acceptances of dominant practices of engineering problem solving. Graduates often
emerged as vehicles for the performativity of problem solving, ready to configure
worlds of work (and, according to many reports, everyday life) as potential problems
to solve.

Fieldwork also produced a surprise. We found in engineering science pedagogy
what Teun Zuiderent-Jerak and Casper Bruun Jensen, following Sarah Kember, call
frictions.21 Frictions are collisions within practices that can serve as resources or
points of entry for critical participation. I like the term because it calls to mind
problems of fit and the generation of heat. The key friction we found was an absence.

A practice repeated many times over in the engineering science courses we
observed involved drawing a boundary around a given problem, abstracting it out
and analyzing it in the mathematical terms of the engineering science at stake, and
then delivering the calculated product as the ‘solution’ to the problem. Solutions
were either right or wrong. One performative effect of taking mathematical problem
solving for granted was to multiply the practice of classifying problem solvers into
two groups, the right and the wrong, the rational and the irrational.22

Mathematical problem solving included an important omission. It did not
include recognition of other agents, especially non-engineers, who might define
problems differently or understand their work in terms other than problem solving. I
found myself wondering whether preparing engineers to serve by highlighting the
engineering sciences had become self-limiting, if dominant practices were framing
service as solving problems given by others and the agents involved were coming to
expect both themselves and others to be either right or wrong. Were engineering
science curricula unwittingly preparing learners to follow without question those
who define problems for them and to expect co-workers from other fields, especially

18The relative passivity of agency is as unnecessary to discern as its relative consciousness or
intentionality.
19Teun Zuiderent-Jerak reminded me that STS scholars often see greater specificity in the
practices they study as they get closer to them. The term dominant practices refers not to
practices STS scholars see or identify but to practices that agents in the arena under study take
as givens. Giveness is the indicator of dominance.
20Downey, The Machine in Me, 134–158, 186–209, 1998.
21Zuiderent-Jerak and Jensen, ‘‘Unpacking ’Intervention’ in Science and Technology Studies,’’
2007, 231; Kember, Cyberfemininsm and Artificial Life, 2003.
22Downey and Lucena, ‘‘Engineering Selves,’’ 126–136, 1994.
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beyond engineering, to lack knowledge and value? What kind of service performed
myopic practices without critical analysis of those practices? Was the absence of
attention to agents who might understand their work differently be a key feature of
practices defining engineering as technical work without politics?

Prior to this research, I had for many years taught elective STS courses with the
goal of introducing engineering students to the non-technical complexities of
technological developments. I was attempting to help them exceed the limited fields
of vision that had frustrated me, i.e. to ‘see’ differently. As we moved across such
topical areas as nuclear power and radioactive waste management, I helped students
recognize and analyze many non-technical dimensions of science and technology, as
well as to see connections between the technical and non-technical dimensions that
engineering science courses demarcated absolutely. Though my instructor evalua-
tions were high, I agonized for years I was providing engineering students with little
more than an enjoyable vacation from their engineering work, giving them nothing
to take back to engineering curricula save a new awareness of complexity. How, I
often wondered, would my students integrate an awareness of complexity into the
next thermodynamics problem, the open-ended design course or collaborative work
on the job? Could I do more than treat them as STS apprentices, mini-graduate
students, passing through my field as vacationing tourists?

The ethnographic research project was one outcome of this anxiety. I needed to
understand better what took place within engineering curricula if I were going to
design something for students to take back with them. The absence we discovered
through that research became the key point of entry.

In 1995, with Juan Lucena as co-instructor, I developed and began teaching a
course designed explicitly to help engineering students better recognize and analyze
their own commitments and expectations by preparing them to work more effectively
with people who define problems differently than they do. We were turning a
research finding into a strategy for critical participation in the educational
trajectories of engineering students. The awareness students already had of design
engineers and manufacturing engineers often disagreeing violently about the
expectations and outcomes of their work gave me the idea of building the course
around mapping differences among engineers. The first step in working effectively
with knowing agents who define problems differently is to accept they exist. It would
be difficult for students to dismiss other engineers as irrational. The course began
traveling around the world making visible how what has counted as engineers and
the dominant practices of engineering have emerged differently over time and varied
significantly from place to place.

I have described in other venues the contents of the course, the ambiguities of its
title in a post-structuralist academic world (Engineering Cultures), and the
overwhelming student response that led to a multimedia version for online access.23

My interest here is to call attention to the marginality of its curricular location as an
elective course. The elective course positions itself as a supplement to student
learning. It depends for its performativity on the capacities and willingness of
students to integrate its practices into their practices.

I found myself ruminating on the course’s marginality because the outcomes of
my research on engineering education were also largely marginal to the dominant

23Downey, ‘‘The Engineering Cultures Syllabus as Formation Narrative,’’ 2008; Downey
et al., ‘‘The Globally Competent Engineer’’ 2006.
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practices of engineering formation. I was publishing in STS venues. Attempting to
motivate colleagues in engineering education through STS publications was
especially problematic for me because it demanded faith in the narrow practice of
diffusion that scholars in STS, especially Bruno Latour, had appropriately criticized
as an inadequate label for the performativity of new knowledge.24

Although a prominent report from the U.S. National Academy of Engineering
favorably cited one book chapter, the citation did not stimulate a flood of
engineering educators using it to restructure their curricula.25 Yet the content of the
citation was notable: it extracted from a detailed mapping of engineering student
practices a specific recommendation to build within engineering curricula distinct
tracks for students interested in engineering science, engineering design, engineering
and management and engineering in society. The report’s writers honed in on what
the detailed ethnographic analysis meant for them specifically in the here and now.
Seeing this led me to reflect more explicitly on the practices of scaling up as scholarly
activity that is not merely derivative of research.

The invitation to Glasgow thus came to me as a challenge to extend a trajectory
of critical participation that was already begun but felt self-limiting. The offer I could
not refuse was to venture beyond research for STS audiences and pedagogical
supplements in the curricular margins to begin contesting the dominant epistemo-
logical contents of engineering practices. The pathway I chose was to attempt to
scale up findings about what was hidden by dominant practices of engineering
formation into activities to challenge and transform those practices. A key move was
to introduce a potential dominant image of engineering practice as problem definition
and solution. As I prepared this move, I found myself wrestling inter alia with two
difficult questions: How was contesting the dominant epistemological contents of
engineering practices with engineers different from putting STS accounts out there
and hoping for diffusion? Did undertaking practices of scaling up still count as
academic scholarship?

Scalable scholarship

In trying to figure out how intellectuals might be able to mobilize the masses,
Antonio Gramsci identified a key nexus whose features and directionality deserve
greater attention because they pertain to the long-term value of analytic insight and
findings from the work of academic scholars. In both the opening quote and
elsewhere, Gramsci resists the intellectualist stance that tends to dominate academic
scholarship. He does not find the realm of popular theorizing, as simple common
sense, to be subordinate to and derivative from the more sophisticated formal
theorizing of restricted intellectual groups, e.g., academic scholars. Rather, he
reverses polarity and inverts the relations of epistemological and political authority
by switching points of view. He adopts the position of the so-called ‘simple’ and
challenges himself and his readers to inquire into the value of philosophical
movements from its perspective.

Gramsci examines flows in the practices of theorizing between the philosophical
and the popular as the potential acceptance of new forms of thought by a powerful
audience with whom philosophical movements must seek contact. This audience is

24Latour, Science in Action, 132–144, 1987.
25National Academy of Engineering, Educating the Engineer of 2020, 47, 2005.
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presumably powerful because in its realm lie the pathways through which
philosophical interpretations might escape cloistered abstraction to become
historical realities, extend influence beyond individual creators, and gain the
authority of ‘life’.

In my terms, competitions to scale up new images to dominance take place in the
presence of existing dominant images. One way of tracing and assessing STS work
over the past few decades, for example, is by mapping its relations to dominant
popular images of science and technology in society. Judging from the published
work, key foci of critical STS analysis have included: science discovers truths about
the world, which is real; such truths benefit humanity, especially through the
prediction and control of nature through technology; technologies impact on human
society as external forces; scientists and inventors are special people whose Eureka
moments serve as origin points for science and technology; after their creation or
invention new sciences and technologies diffuse outward into society where they are
utilized; and engineering is a subordinate, downstream, and, yet, relatively opaque
process of instrumentally translating science into workable and usable technologies.
Life with dominant images of science and technology also invokes even broader-
scale images of humans as distinct from both animals (nature) and machines; mind
as distinct from body; and language as representational in the sense that words, as
products of mind, refer to things, or entities in the real world. A prerequisite of
quality research in STS has become escaping reliance on such images and finding
alternatives to them. My focus in recent work was been the dominant image and
practices of engineering problem solving.

A key effect of a Gramscian reversal of emphasis is that it inverts the ranking
between the practices of academic and popular theorizing. The academic aspires to
the dominant status of the popular rather than stooping to give it direction. As
Gramsci put it, ‘For a mass of people to be led to think coherently and in the same
coherent fashion about the real present world is a ‘‘philosophy’’ even far more
important and ‘‘original’’ than the discovery by some philosophical ‘‘genius’’ of a
truth which remains the property of a small group of intellectuals’.26 From this point
of view, the academic publication bites off a specific piece or area of reality to
problematize, study, reformulate, redefine, and, hence, critically participate in
through events of representation while also holding constant and taking for granted
the bulk of everyday realities, which show up in the many nouns and verbs not
currently at stake.27 With publication, the scholar nominates for wider, eventually
popular, review and deliberation a revised map of that bit of reality. Every such
nomination must contest other such nominations originating both inside and outside
of restricted intellectual groups.

In following a Gramscian inversion, we must be careful not to construe external
audiences in the singular, as Gramsci sometimes tends to do. The external audiences
of philosophical movements are not only powerful but also multiple and contested,

26Gramsci and Forgacs, The Gramsci Reader, 327, 2000. Hegemony, according to Gramsci, is
not necessarily a bad thing. It depends upon what combination of force and consent is
hegemonic.
27One important exception has been STS work experimenting with new literary forms, e.g.
Ashmore et al., ‘‘Discourse, Rhetoric, Reflexivity,’’ 1995 and Halfon and Lehr, Theater
Workshop in Science, Technology, & Society, 2008. Although I have used the term
‘‘intervention’’ in a number of publications, I have come to prefer ‘‘critical participation’’
because intervention tends to emphasize the agent’s exterior position.
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with many forms of common sense at stake, to use his term.28 The academy as a
whole becomes a collection of projects competing with one another to produce and
scale up new images into realities among varieties of audiences beyond the
boundaries of restricted intellectual groups. The practices involved in scaling up
images and practices may engage external audiences in popular arenas as well as
arenas of experts involved in engineering education.

The main benefit I see in invoking Gramsci is to call attention to the agencies of
external audiences within academic scholarship by virtue of the dominant images
that live through the practices of those audiences. Calling attention to audiences
renders more problematic the agencies of researchers, for their practices and
identities also become subject to change. For engineering studies researchers to
examine practices of engineering education, for example, is to accept that one’s
research findings will co-exist with the contemporary dominant image and practices
of engineering problem solving. Scaling up new images and practices with audiences
who rely on problem solving to define their identities can produce transformations
on both sides.

Encounters with external audiences are not sufficiently captured by the image of
‘activism’. Routinely demarcated from research practices in order to preserve their
purity, activism is a derivative practice that lives as a supplement to legitimate
scholarly work. It is characterized especially by the consistency of its politics relative
to those who define themselves into terms of dominant images and practices. By
adopting an oppositional stance, the activist takes a position in pursuit of specific
policy outcomes, thereby joining a controversy if one is underway or effectively
creating one if not. A Gramscian approach to scalable scholarship contrasts by
focusing on scaling up new images and practices into accepted realities. Such work
necessarily has political dimensions in that it engages agents who have stakes in
existing dominant practices and helps make visible other agents. The activity I
describe below, for example, of scaling up an image of problem definition and
solution engages advocates of existing pedagogy but without positioning them as
opponents. Certainly the scholarly work of scaling up can be diverted into stable
activism but most practices more likely produce evolving identities in interactions
with various audiences. The biggest risk (apart from silence, perhaps the most
frequent response to academic work) is co-optation, either by dominant existing
practices or by other practices competing to scale up (more on this below).

Encounters with external audiences are also not fully captured by the practices of
‘interesting’ actors as emphasized in actor-network theory. ‘To interest other actors’,
as Callon put it in early path-breaking work, ‘is to build devices which can be placed
between them and all other entities who want to define their identities otherwise’.29

Actor-network theory envisions scaling up as the cutting and building of links or ties
among entities and achieved scale is the extension and control of networks
characterized by the size and strength of their ties. Practices of scalable scholarship
as outlined here differ in that the key theoretical postulate is between dominance and
subordination (in the sense of scale used here) of images and practices. Since the

28Gramsci does describe common sense at one point as a ‘‘collective noun, like religion,’’
asserting ‘‘there is not just one common sense’’ (Gramsci and Forgacs, The Gramsci Reader,
327, 2000).
29Callon, ‘‘Some Elements of a Sociology of Translation,’’ 208, 1986. See also Latour, Science
in Action, 108–121, 1987.
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scaling up of research outcomes begins with ‘listening’, i.e., assessing their
relationships to dominant images and practices, the achievement of scale through
acceptance involves more agencies than a mobilizing actor cutting and building
network ties. The agencies are distributed among participating agents whose politics
and identities are uncertain and unstable as they go about constructing new practices
in the presence of existing givens. Emphasizing the agencies of audiences makes the
scholarly practices of scaling up more about situated listening than about achieving
control.30

The Glasgow project

The most frightening feature of the Glasgow project was the requirement to accept
practicing engineers, engineering researchers, and engineering educators as my
audience. I was giving up the relative safety of my restricted STS group and its
familiar forms of support and criticism. Undertaking this shift made me realize that
the situated practice of scaling up required above all re-theorizing the relationship
between agencies within and agencies beyond that arena.

Research practices open and close pathways

The ethnographic research briefly described above set me on specific pathways for
participating critically in engineering education. First, it led me to highlight an
absence of attention to collaboration with others, especially non-engineers, who
understood their work differently. A more prominent example of subordinated
practices in engineering curricula, actually, was design education, which had long
been marginalized by appearing only in the first and last years. Design advocates are
laboring today to scale images and practices of design up to dominance in
engineering curricula. In my judgment, such would probably require radically
devaluing or diminishing practices of the engineering sciences, thus posing a
fundamental challenge to the givenness of mathematical problem solving. I have, by
contrast, found it relatively non-problematic to assert that engineers on the job must
regularly work with people who define problems or understand work differently.
Scaling up practices of problem definition in engineering work could thus be about
making visible practices that audiences of engineers knew were there but could not
see or analyze rather than elevating practices they already felt they understood as
downstream of mathematical problem solving.

Second, my ethnographic work led me to realize that dominant practices in
engineering education are always temporary and that dominance and subordination
always co-exist. The scaling up of practices to reduce or eliminate a friction is never a
solution in any permanent sense. The question of scalability thus involves building
on critiques of engineering education to assess which alternative images and
practices are most likely to scale up to dominance, as well as when and how.31

30One reviewer suggested that scaling up is akin to what Peter Galison describes as the
dynamics of trading zones (Galison, Image and Logic, 1997.) While I am indeed calling
attention to spaces between scholars and their audiences, I am analyzing flows from scholars
to audiences rather than exchanges between them. Galison’s metaphor applies best to practices
of collaboration.
31For further development of this argument, see Downey and Rogers, ‘‘Politics of Theorizing
in a Postmodern Academy,’’ 1995.
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Third, my interest in scaling up practices of collaborative problem definition
within engineering pedagogy was to introduce critical self-analysis to engineering
practice. My judgment is that recognizing and analyzing perspectives other than
one’s own is a necessary step in critically analyzing one’s own images and practices.
To bring collaborative problem definition within engineering pedagogy could make
more visible to engineers those affected by engineering work. Scaling up of problem
definition could make it an engineering practice to analyze and assess the merits of,
say, producing goods to maximize consumption or developing weapons to enhance
defense.32 Scaling up problem definition could make it easier for engineers to
recognize, critically assess, and perhaps, in some cases, alter their stakes in
engineering outcomes. It could motivate engineers to carry the practices of critical
analysis into their workplaces, teaching others to map the full range of foreseeable
outcomes of potential courses of action.

Or not. The scaling up of collaborative problem definition in engineering
education could be halted, for example, at preparing engineers only to get along
better with co-workers rather than to analyze their practices through the images and
practices of others. I would actually consider such an outcome a dramatically
productive step, for it would put collaborative problem definition on the
epistemological map and sharply reduce the distance between dominant practices
and practices of critical self-analysis than exists at present. I would judge the step
undesirable only to the extent I became persuaded that other approaches to
integrating critical self-analysis in the practices of engineering education were more
scalable. Even complete failure to gain traction would be an analyzable
phenomenon.

More generally, the question of scalability is necessarily both descriptive and
normative, for dominant images and practices have both descriptive and normative
import. Dominant practices of engineering problem solving are true and right for
those who come to take them for granted. The judgments students make, for
example, that introductory engineering courses are ‘weed-out’ courses, those who
leave engineering ‘couldn’t hack it’, and successful completion likely leads to
technical jobs in private industry all support the image that mathematical problem
solving is what good engineers do and hence should be core to engineering
pedagogy.33 The practices of scaling up alternative images of engineering work are
practices of imaging both what could be and what should be.

Other theoretical practices position scalability along other pathways. Contribu-
tors to the valuable recent collection of articles, ‘Unpacking Intervention in STS’, for
example, rightly challenge claims that constructivist research has exhibited a
normative deficit. The issue is not whether research practices have normative content
but specifically how. Zuiderent-Jerak, for example, draws on constructivism to
undertake situated critical participation in the standardization of health care,
positioned as an ethics of specificity.34 Signe Vikkelso draws on actor-network theory
to participate in the networks of electronic patient records, positioned as symmetrical

32For an example of my ’critique’ of practices of engineering formation as responding to
dominant images of progress, see Downey, ‘‘Low Cost, Mass Use,’’ 2007.
33Downey and Lucena, ‘‘Engineering Selves,’’ 126, 1995; Downey, ‘‘Low Cost, Mass Use,’’
300–304, 2007.
34Zuiderent-Jerak, ‘‘Preventing Implementation,’’ 2007.
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summaries.35 Where a Gramscian focus on scalable scholarship might push this
laudable work still further would be by asking how it might critically engage and
potentially transform, if judged appropriate, what they call the dominant repertoire
of ‘integrated care pathways’ or the dominant script of ‘the clinical IT workplace’,
respectively.

Drawing attention to the scalability of scholarship also offers a lens for re-
examining scholarly works that engineering studies can now claim as foundational to
its existence. David Noble’s America by Design has frequently been met with
resistance over the years, both said and unsaid, because of its finding, consistent
with Marxist theory, that ‘[h]owever firmly [engineers] convinced themselves they
served the interests of society as a whole, they in reality served only the dominant
class in society. . ..36 What proportion of this resistance involved criticism of
Marxist accounts of capitalism and what proportion was about the likely
challenges of scaling up the findings about engineers? What audiences would
have to be engaged and what images and practices transformed for Noble’s
findings to scale up to dominance? What would have to change for Edwin Layton’s
analysis of the rise and fall of the ideology of engineering to scale up to dominance
among engineers?37 What would it take, for example for the term ideology to be
heard as something more than an accusation?38 How about Vincenti’s analyses of
engineering as knowledge, design practices structured in hierarchies, and knowledge
growth through mechanisms of variation and selection?39 What would it take to
help these concepts speak to audiences beyond fellow researchers? By no means
should likely difficulties in scaling up become justification for closing down areas of
inquiry. Rather, the issues of scalable scholarship should be on the table for
discussion and an acceptable factor in research choices rather than confined to the
privacy of corridor talk.

Listening to ongoing struggles

As I followed the pathway leading beyond the boundaries of my restricted
intellectual group, I felt great pressure to listen closely to the struggles I found
underway among advocates of engineering formation. I was acutely aware anything
I proposed or developed would not be received as practices from nowhere. If I simply
identified dominant patterns and then extrapolated my findings into a substitute to
replace them through the force of rational judgment, I would be treating such
advocates as junior STS apprentices, talking down rather than participating
critically. I had to figure out how engineering audiences already engaged in struggle
might position what I had to offer. I considered three emergent struggles in
particular.

First, a remarkable feature of their current practices is that engineering educators
have begun looking beyond engineers for curricular help to an unprecedented extent.
Over the past two decades, reform in engineering education has become an object of
intense interest and desire in countries throughout the world. Reform efforts have

35Vikkelsø, ‘‘Description as Intervention,’’ 2007.
36Noble, America by Design, 324, 1977.
37Layton, The Revolt of the Engineers, 57–58, 252, 1986.
38Geertz, ‘‘Ideology as a Cultural System,’’ 193–233, 1973.
39Vincenti, What Engineers Know, 3–13, 241–257, 1990.
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focused attention on both the criteria and methods for defining the competencies of
engineers, i.e., what engineers must know and be able to do. Within countries,
engineering schools and professional societies have been both jockeying for
individual position and collaborating with one another to find ways of insuring
that future engineering graduates will be recognizable and in demand, especially by
international companies within and beyond their country’s borders. Beyond
individual countries, transnational associations of engineering educators have
emerged in regional and worldwide competitions to identify and specify regional
and global contents for engineering education.40 Beyond the level of the region, the
globe has become a site of negotiation as well among organizations ranging from
UNESCO to the World Federation of Engineering Organizations and International
Federation of Engineering Education Societies (IFEES). Transnational activities to
redefine the competencies of engineers expanded so quickly in the early years of the
new millennium that one prominent participant in the 2005 IFEES meeting in
Sydney complained, ‘A major international meeting on engineering education is now
taking place somewhere in the world every week’.41

Despite this openness, a second relevant struggle is that the help engineering
educators seek tends to fall in the category of professional skills, practices beyond the
core of technical problem solving. As an STS scholar, I would be contributing from
the external arena of humanities and social sciences. I was aware that for some
among my audience this arena was either fundamentally irrelevant to the specifics of
engineering formation, as had often been judged the case in Europe, or it was a
necessary but peripheral contributor to ‘broadening’ the engineer as a person, as had
often been judged the case in the United States. A dramatic policy change in 2000 for
accrediting U.S. engineering programs had formally integrated learning outcomes
usually associated with humanities and social sciences education, including:

(d) An ability to function on multidisciplinary teams;
(f) An understanding of professional and ethical responsibility;
(g) An ability to communicate effectively;
(h) The broad education necessary to understand the impact of engineering

solutions in a global, and societal context [‘economic and environmental’
added in 2004];

(i) A recognition of the need for, and an ability to, engage in life-long
learning; and

(j) A knowledge of contemporary issues.42

These ‘non-technical’ criteria are regularly characterized as the ‘professional
skills’ outcomes.43 Accrediting bodies in other countries soon began to follow.

The third struggle is that engineering educators are coming to expect new
initiatives to be the product of research findings. One prominent reform activity in
the United States and, to a lesser extent, Europe is that faculty (staff, in Europe) and

40Lucena et al., ‘‘Competencies Beyond Countries,’’ 2008.
41Personal observation, September 27, 2005.
42ABET (Engineering Accreditation Commission), ‘‘Criteria for Accrediting Engineering
Programs,’’ 2, 2007.
43At the 2005 ASEE meeting in Portland, Oregon, for example, I was invited to comment on a
session of the Engineering Research Methods Division devoted to ‘‘Communications and
Professional Skills Instruction in Engineering Education.’’
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administrators backed by considerable government support are working to achieve
disciplinary autonomy for engineering education as an academic field. I arrived in
Glasgow as Senior Fellow at the U.S. National Academy of Engineering’s Center for
the Advancement of Scholarship in Engineering Education (CASEE). Certification
as an engineering education scholar had implications. Even though practices I
proposed might appear as alien agencies from the humanities and social sciences, it
was also distinctly possible I was some sort of cutting-edge agent, an embodiment of
a new integration of liberal arts practices within engineering formation.

Listening to these struggles meant that I needed to locate my pathway for critical
engagement in direct relation to the dominant practices that were the object of my
scalable scholarship. The starting point of my keynote (and subsequent publication
in the chemical engineering research and education journal cited above) expanded on
the friction identified years earlier. I suggested that to continue focusing primarily on
technical problem solving in engineering formation was putting engineering at risk of
declining into technical support. I supported this finding with different kinds of
evidence describing the (a) many professional arenas, including the sciences, now
claiming jurisdiction over technological development, challenging what has long
been an exclusive interest of engineers; (b) massive multiplication of short courses
certifying engineers with a single test (e.g., the Novell engineer);44 and (c) enormous
expansion in poorer countries of engineering curricula focused wholly on lectures
and final exams in the engineering sciences (owing significantly to insufficient funds
for laboratories and other hands-on work). A field that continues to limit its core
practices to technical problem solving, I suggested, puts itself in danger of
diminishing into technical support.45

Plotting a pathway built on listening led me to introduce as few new words as
possible. I judged that every strange word or turn of phrase would risk marking the
analysis as external to engineering. It was important for me not to speak, for
example, of agencies in competition for hegemonic control or of the co-production of
engineering competencies and social forms in current struggles to define engineers.
My audience would be unlikely to re-position their practices through these words.
My pathway for scaling up a response to the frictions I had found began with linking
the narrowly-trained engineers to the familiar figure of the technical support
specialist drawing low wages for menu-driven agencies of maintenance and repair.
My goal was to prepare them to consider what I called the ‘other half’ of engineering
practices, i.e., those that dominant pedagogies were ignoring but which I could
plausibly claim were present in quality engineering work.

Following complexity with dense simplicity

Mapping complexities in engineering practice has typically not been sufficient to
motivate educational agents who take dominant practices for granted to modify
instruction in those practices. I slowly came to realize that faithful attention to and
documentation of complexity in my work had to be followed by moments of dense
representational simplicity. My challenge in scaling up the finding that mathematical
problem solving rendered invisible agents who defined problems or otherwise

44Adelman, ‘‘A Parallel Postsecondary Universe,’’ 2000.
45See Williams, Retooling, 2002 for an insightful analysis of the ‘‘disintegration’’ of
engineering through its expansion.
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practiced work differently included locating an alternative image of engineering
practice that would be as densely simple as problem solving. By densely simple I
mean that those who held stakes in the dominant image of problem solving as well as
others engaged in struggle over that image and its practices could see themselves in it.
The image is not densely simple if scaling it up requires the wholesale elimination of
current practices; it is only simple.

My Eureka moment was not an event of creation but a practice of relocation.
The practices of collaborative problem definition that my elective course had been
performing in the margins did not have to be marginal. They could be moved to the
center of engineering curricula. They could become defining practices in engineering
work, not as substitutes for practices of problem solving but as complements
alongside them. The term problem definition need not be alien or external to problem
solving but could be a simple extension, despite the challenges scaling it up would
pose.

Locating problem definition alongside problem solving could reposition practices
of problem solving without necessarily replacing them. In relation to problem
solving, problem definition carried upstream value. It was both necessary and prior,
and it involved other agents, including non-engineers. Also, locating problem
definition alongside problem solving gave its practices equal weight. Equating
problem definition with problem solving would make it an engineering problem to
work effectively with people who understood their work differently, including non-
engineers. The Glasgow project became an initiative to scale up the image and
practices of collaborative problem definition alongside the existing image and
practices of problem solving.

Engaging diverse audiences

The pathways of scalable scholarship are as multiple as the audiences engaged and
affected by any outcomes. What I think of as the Glasgow project began with the
keynote address that concluded with descriptions of practices for engineering science
courses, liberal arts courses, and engineering department curricula. A year later, a
distinguished lecture to the American Society for Engineering Education (with Juan
Lucena as co-presenter) examined the implications of scaling up practices of
engineering as problem definition and solution for three prominent issues currently
at stake in engineering formation: diversity, leadership, and global education.46 Most
recently, my contributions to an ongoing project mapping the emergence of
‘international education’ for engineers highlights its contributions to practices
beyond problem solving. I envision future work engaging the question of engineering
and social justice.

Practices of problem definition have distinct implications in these arenas, each of
which is populated by tough audiences whose agencies take different things
for granted as they struggle, separately and together, to construct new pathways for
engineering formation.47 Proposed practices for engineering science courses, for
example, carry the stipulation that integrating problem definition alongside problem
solving does not require eliminating existing courses or expanding the total number

46Downey and Lucena, ‘‘Globalization, Diversity, and Leadership,’’ 2007.
47Downey, ‘‘The Engineering Cultures syllabus as Formation Narrative’’, 451–455, 2008;
Downey, ‘‘Are Engineers Losing Control of Technology?,’’ 588–594, 2006.
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of credits required for a degree. The challenge to engineering science instructors is to
alter pedagogy rather than teaching schedules. Practices for liberal arts electives
reposition them as sites for sharing scalable practices of critical analysis.48 Practices
for engineering curricula, such as the degree tracks mentioned earlier, include the
existing curriculum as an option. The challenge to defenders of the current
curriculum is to put it in competition with others that also warrant departmental
degrees. The ASEE lecture and ongoing projects offer evidence that curricular
practices to increase diversity, prepare engineers for leadership positions, and
integrate global education in engineering curricula all necessarily include practices
for helping students learn to work effectively with people, especially non-engineers,
who defined problems or otherwise understood their work differently.

A final tough audience, as described above, consists of the advocates of design
education for engineers. They are particularly difficult to engage with practices of
problem definition because, in their terms, design education already incorporates
such practices. Innovative contributions to design education, ranging from problem-
based learning to international senior design teams have been built around the
recognition that engineering problems can be solved in different ways. Also, many of
these innovations recognize new stakeholders and include practices for incorporating
their diverse needs into design practices and solutions. To take account of this
audience, I built the entire Glasgow keynote around a well-known plan by some
design faculty in chemical engineering to incorporate interviews with stakeholders in
design education.49 My goal was to show how a pedagogical practice that includes
collaborative problem definition differs substantially from incorporating stakeholder
views into a single problem formulation by mapping and engaging stakeholder
positions as distinct formulations.

Localizing practices

The Glasgow presentation and publication were by most standards successful.50 But
persuading educational leaders of the feasibility of a pathway is not the same as
integrating alternative practices in everyday engineering pedagogy.

Just as the dominant practices of mathematical problem solving are both
localized and complex in their instruction and maintenance, so must be the practices
involved in scaling up alternatives. To reimagine engineering as problem definition
and solution is not to implement a simple recommendation or follow a recipe. It
means developing localized practices that take account of specificities in instructors

48See discussion of the Engineering Cultures course in two reports of the Carregie Foundation
for the Advancement of Teaching, Sheppard et al., Educating Engineers, 136, 203, 2009, and
Sullivan and Rosen, A New Agenda for Higher Education, 47–56, 2008.
49Moggridge and Cussler, ‘‘An Introduction to Chemical Product Design,’’ 2000.
50The program chair wrote to me shortly afterwards that my ‘‘concrete suggestions . . .
provoked many conversations outside the lecture hall’’ and he ‘‘heard several say that your
keynote was one of the highlights of the conference’’ (personal communication, August 24,
2005). A college dean reported that the article was ‘‘better than the Engineer of 2020 report’’
[from the National Academy of Engineering]’’ (personal communication, March 15, 2006).
And a senior National Science Foundation official characterized it as ‘‘one of the most
important papers on engineering education I have read in the past five years’’ and asserted
(over-optimistically) it will become ‘‘the seminal work that defined what we should be doing’’
(personal communication, March 13, 2007).
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and students as well as in disciplines, fields, departments, college, and universities,
and then adjust on the fly.

The biggest lesson in scalable scholarship is thus that the scholarly work of
scaling up critical engagements with dominant practices must be undertaken by
many agents. Given my own intellectual trajectory, I position scalable scholarship in
engineering studies as contributions to what I think of as Big STS. Little STS
comprises work focused wholly on ‘getting right’ what is taking place with science
and technology in society. Little STS is published in restricted STS venues and relies
largely on the diffusion model for its performative effects. It also tends to treat
listeners external to the restricted intellectual group as potential apprentices. Big
STS, by contrast, highlights the broader range of practices involved in not only
analyzing dominant practices of science and technology in society but also
formulating and scaling up practices that critically engage them. Other scholars
contributing to engineering studies through scalable scholarship might well view it as
a site for Big History, Big Philosophy, Big Communication Studies, and so on.

One reason I use the term Big STS to locate this work is because scalable
scholarship requires far more agencies than the more confined practices of research
and diffusion. STS departments and programs throughout the world, which are
potential homes for engineering studies work, tend to be quite small and located on
the margins of their institutions (except perhaps in the Netherlands). When viewed
from a Gramscian perspective, small size and marginality are indicators of fragility:
our audiences are limited. Yet to educate sufficient numbers of engineering studies
practitioners with critical participation and scalable scholarship in mind means that
the field must be willing and able to grow almost without limit, at least for the
foreseeable future. The size of the field matters. It directly affects the abilities of its
scholarship to contribute powerfully to external projects. Developing and imple-
menting localized practices in order to scale up new dominant images and practices
typically requires the informed scholarly insight and work of many, many agents.

Conclusion

Scalable scholarship avoids the comforts of resolute pessimism, and the pursuit of
isolated critical virtuosity. It necessarily relies upon the intellectual work of critique
for its contents, but critique dies without the work of scaling up. Quality scholarship
in engineering studies must include but extend beyond critical analysis ‘getting it
right’. Minimally, one dimension for scholars to consider in adopting research
practices in engineering studies is their potential for producing scalable findings.

Scalable scholarship also risks co-optation. Paying attention to scaling up can
generate considerable discomfort for its practitioners, for the politics of research
outcomes in relation to dominant images and practices are necessarily as much at
risk as are their intellectual contents.

It should be both acceptable and desirable to include within the boundaries of
scholarly discourse in engineering studies not only how we go about our research and
what we find but also what might be the broader-scale implications of those findings.
We should analyze and discuss where and for whom our accounts have benefits and
costs, both to our audiences and to ourselves. My scholarly commitment to
ethnographic research that makes visible what gets hidden by dominant practices
leads me to plot futures that involve scaling up what has been rendered invisible or
subordinate. I suggest that integrating into engineering formation practices that
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systematically map the images co-workers have of themselves and their practices can
increase the extent to which engineers actually seek out the perspectives of others and
seriously take them into account. Also, it can increase the extent that engineers
acknowledge and analyze what they do not know as much as what they do. At the
same time, to the extent that successful integration of problem definition into
engineering formation would/will generate new frictions, as it must, I would/will gain
new responsibilities for quality scalable scholarship.51

The millions of engineers learning and practicing in the world today, as well as
those accessible from the past, provide innumerable opportunities for scholarly work
examining and assessing the practices of engineers and engineering. As I mentioned
at the outset, dominant popular theorizing about engineers regularly portrays their
work simultaneously as subordinate practices translating sciences into technologies
and as largely opaque. How might shedding light on engineering practices bear the
potential for reframing such powerful theorizing? To develop and persist,
engineering studies must embrace the questions: What are engineers for? and
What is engineering for? Only then will we begin to demonstrate what engineering
studies are for.
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